Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. it's goin to rain soon, sayed dad

2. you need to cut the grass rake the leaves and water the plants

3. Circle the **action verbs** in the sentence below. Underline the **helping verb**.
   Alli is listening to music and drawing a picture.

4. Circle the correct comparative ending. ( *er* or *est* )
   My house is the ( smaller / smallest ) house in the neighborhood.

5. Circle the root words below. Underline the **suffixes** or **prefixes**.
   joyful    preheating    unsafely

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. is that you’re mess on the table? asked mom

2. us stoped by they’re house to see the ponys

3. Circle the possessive pronouns below.
   your     they’re      you’re      its      it’s      he’s      their

4. If “merry” means **happy**, what does “merrily” mean?

5. Circle the correct way to write the **greeting** to a letter.
   Dear Layke,    Dear Layke    Dear layke,
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. their takeing a trip to san diego zoo on friday

2. we read the lorax before bed time

3. Circle the correct word to finish the sentence.
   Don’t forget to take (your / you’re) coat out to recess.

4. Circle the correct word to finish the sentence.
   I think (your / you’re) going to like the movie.

5. Circle the homophones below.
   home    whole    all    house    hole    pit

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. mylah is tallest than she sister

2. will you bring you’re brother to our party? asked tom

3. Circle the contractions.
   your    they’re    you’re    its    it’s    he’s    their

4. Circle the homophones below.
   flower    rose    petal    flour    sugar

5. Divide the words into syllables. Circle the vowel teams.
   shower    voucher    saucer
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

don’t forget your homework, said Mr. Neaville. You will not get to play at recess if it’s not finished.

do me have to do the hole thing? I asked.
you no it must all be finished, he sayed.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. were almost two six flags, sayed Brooklyn

2. chloe has ate dollars in your pocket

3. Circle the homophones below.
   look sea ocean lake see peer

4. Circle the possessive pronouns below.
   his she’s their you’re its it’s they’re

5. Divide the words into syllables. Circle the vowel teams.
   indeed poison deploy flower